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The purpose of this assignment was to encourage students to 
experiment with photography throughout this semester. We were 
to explore different topics and techniques within photography 
by shooting a minimum of one image for each of the topic listed 
below.

Night Photo - hint: slow sync
Freeze water - hint: fast shutter speed
“Misty / veil” - hint: slow sync
The golden section - hint: composition
Motion - hint: shutter
Contrast - hint: dark-light, big-tiny
Low key or high key - hint: exposure
Curves and lines - hint: composition
Drawing with Light - hint: slow sync
Depth - hint: first, middle and background

The images could be cropped, but not manipulated. I’m glad we were encouraged to start taking pictures and chal-
lenge our self early in the semester. I joined a local photo club 
and spent a lot of my spare time taking pictures not just for the 
assignment, but also as a hobby. The pictures for this assignment 
are shot over several months, putting in a lot of work for both 
composing the motives and learning to adjust the camera set-
tings, failing and repeating the whole process over and over again 
until I got it right. I’m really proud of some of the pictures I got 
and it has been an even bigger challenge to get the exposures 
and colors I wanted without editing on the computer.

The assignment

My experience



ISO 200
18 MM
F/22
1/30 SEC

My wife posing as a ballerina 
contrasting the big view of 
Sandefjord.

ISO 400
60 MM
F/2,8
1/3200 SEC

I strapped a water hoes to a chair 
and used a macro lens with a fast 
shutter speed to freeze the motion 
of the water.

CONTRAST

FREEZE WATER



ISO 100
106 MM
F/9
2,5 SEC

I placed the camera on a tripod, moved around 
and tried different focal lengths and shutter speeds 
before I got the result I wanted. The lights pointing 
on the chair is integrated in the street. ISO 800

18 MM
F/11
1/100 SEC

It was difficult to get the perspective of the 
anchor point without capturing my feet at the 
same time, so I decided to incorporate them in 
the composition as straight as I could.

NIGHT PHOTO
CURVES AND LINES



ISO 100
33 MM
F/11
1/250SEC

This composition involved water, a glass and a long 
hike on the mountain to find the perfect location 
and lighting conditions, not to mention all the differ-
ent setups for the camera and equipment I tried out.

ISO 200
48 MM
F/11
1/125 SEC

For this lighting condition I waited for the sun 
to set and tried different settings before find-
ing the sweet spot for the sunlight to show 
clearly on just one side of the mountain.

DEPTH

THE GOLDEN SECTION



ISO 100
60 MM
F/2,8
1/100 SEC

This one I got lucky with. My dog Polly was laying on the couch 
and suddenly the sunlight from the window hit her head in just 
the right way. I grabbed my camera and got the shot I wanted. 
Low key background and high key spot on Polly’s  head.

LOW KEY HIGH KEY

Using the led light on my iPhone and a slow shut-
ter speed on the camera I drew a heart for my 
wife. I cropped the image to get rid of unwanted 
elements around the heart in the background.

ISO 100
11 MM
F/11
3,2 SEC

DRAWING WITH LIGHT



ISO 100
18 MM
F/11
1/250 SEC

Driving over Valdresflya this fog appeared. The 
lighting conditions made it possible for me to have 
a fast shutter speed and handhold the camera 
while get a sharp and clear image.

ISO 100
11 MM
F/4,5
0,6 SEC

For this picture I slowed down the shutter 
speed, held the camera pointing at my self 
and spinned around. This way I captured mo-
tion in the background while taking a selfie.

MISTY/VEIL

MOTION


